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02 Teknion® and design firm PearsonLloyd have sustained a creative partnership  
and collaboration resulting in Zones™— a furniture collection that represents  
a more humanistic work culture and the emergence of new behaviors at work. 

Zones comprises Modular Seating, a lounge collection that includes fully 
upholstered straight or curved bench modules plus coordinating tables, tablets and 
accessories. Modular Seating is designed to work with and complement other Zones 
products, thereby expanding the collection’s planning possibilities and applications 
in architectural spaces. Visually, the collection creates a soft domestic mood with  
a rich and layered mix-and-match vocabulary.

 A fully curated modular seating line that easily configures 
and reconfigures the same set of components in a multitude of linear and curved 
applications, simplifying specification and maximizing planning capabilities.

 Common straight bench module widths and 30, 60 and 90 degree corner 
units are optimal for architectural space planning needs. Corner units expand the 
ability to create curved transitions of varying footprints, whether connected to a 
straight bench or another corner unit, of similar or different orientation.

 A residential influence is created with curved lines and form. 
The bench back is defined by a visually flowing profile with a sculpted depth 
designed to function as lumbar support. 

 Optional power/USB access, provided below the seat module, 
enhances functionality and provides a casual recharging station for wireless needs.



upholstery

Sofa Seat/High-Back: 
Heather Tech, 
Obsidian Tech

Sofa Mid-Back: Heather 
Tech, Sundew Tech

Club Chairs: Digi Tweed, 
Sundew Tweed

Pillows: Thangka, 
Silver Rings/Refraction, 
Wavelength

frame

Greystone 

that accommodate emerging patterns 

and functional prerequisites —places for 

quiet focus, social lounge niches and 

multi-activity areas.

Designed to challenge conventional office 

layouts, the Zones collection creates 

fluid environments that foster informal 

productivity.  Zones Modular Seating 

responds to this notion, giving users choice 
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upholstery

Sofa Seat/High-Back: 
Heather Tech, 
Obsidian Tech

Sofa Mid-Back: Heather 
Tech, Sundew Tech

Conference Lounge 
Chairs: Digi Tweed, 
Silt Tweed

Pillows: Thangka, 
Silver Rings

frame

Greystone 

Dialogue Tables, creates multi-tiered spaces 

including a bar-height touchdown centre as 

well as a combined collaborative/meeting 

area outside the traditional boardroom.  

Recognizing that people change activity 

and postures throughout the day, Zones 

encourages users to lounge and work, meet 

and rest, sit, stand and perch. Modular 

Seating, combined with Zones Ledge and 





upholstery

Sofa Seat: Heather 
Tech, Obsidian Tech 

Sofa Mid-Back: 
Ample, Neutron

frame

Greystone 

office. A combination of elements 

with familiar forms creates an 

unconventional work setting that 

evokes the residential environment.  

Zones expresses an approach to design that 

recognizes the human need for spaces that 

are both practical and pleasurable to inhabit, 

that help people to feel at home in the 



upholstery

Sofa Seat: Heather Felt, 
Pinon Tree 

Sofa High-/Mid-Back: 
Heather Felt, Alumina/
Bone Ash

Stools: Iterate, Pulse Solo Lounge Chairs: 
Homage, Winsome

frame

Greystone 

high- and low-back with backless units 

and varying their direction and materials, 

resulting in a soft domestic vocabulary. 

Zones Modular Seating blends with other 

Zones products to divide space and create 

distinct activity zones. The signature 

serpentine form is enhanced by mixing 



01 in-line table

In-Line Tables, available with optional Table Lamps, 
provide an integrated surface and curved profile that 
coordinate with upholstered seats.

02 add-on tablet

Add-On Tablets, sized for individual or shared use, 
add functionality to Modular Seating configurations.  

03 zones arm

An optional Modular Seating Arm is available for 
mid- or end-of-run sofas, which also lends aesthetic 
coordination to the Zones Lounge chair arm.

04 ledge table

Ledge Tables, available straight or curved, 
are designed to nook behind the Zones 
Modular Seating high-back sofa to provide 
a tiered working application. Tables are tethered to 
benches or freestanding for multi-use applications.

05 power cube

An optional Power Cube located below the seat 
provides a casual power/USB recharging station.

06 contours and pillows

A residential influence is created with curved 
lines and cushioning. Monochromatic or 
contrasting upholstery allows a personalized 
aesthetic. Loose pillows add color accent or 
provide added lumbar support.
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SEATING

TABLES/TABLETS

ACCESSORIES

straight upholstered 
bench, no back

oh 18"
ow 47 1 ⁄ 2"/71 1 ⁄ 2"
od 26 3 ⁄ 8"

straight upholstered 

bench, low-back

oh 33"
ow 47 1 ⁄ 2"/71 1 ⁄ 2"
od 27 5 ⁄ 8"

straight upholstered 

bench, high-back

oh 44"
ow 47 1 ⁄ 2"/71 1 ⁄ 2"
od 27 5 ⁄ 8"

30˚ concave bench,
no back

oh 18"
ow 39 3 ⁄4"
od 28"

30˚ concave 

bench, low-back

oh 33"
ow 40 5 ⁄ 8"
od 29 1 ⁄ 2"

30˚ concave 

bench, high-back

oh 44"
ow 40 5 ⁄ 8"
od 29 1 ⁄ 2"

60˚ concave 
bench, no back

oh 18"
ow 72 3 ⁄ 8"
od 32 3 ⁄4"

60˚ concave 

bench, low-back

oh 33"
ow 73 1 ⁄ 2"
od 34 3 ⁄ 8"

60˚ concave bench,

high-back

oh 44"
ow 73 1 ⁄ 2"
od 34 3 ⁄ 8"

90˚ concave bench,
low-back

oh 33"
ow 50 1 ⁄ 2"
od 40"

90˚ concave bench,
high-back

oh 44"
ow 50 1 ⁄ 2"
od 40"

ledge table, straight

h 42" 
w 48", 60", 72" 
d 18"

ledge table, curved

h 42" 
w 30", 60", 90" 
d 18"

in-line table

h 15 5 ⁄ 8" 
w 18" 
d 32 3 ⁄4"

end of line table

h 6 7⁄ 8" 
w 12" 
d 24 3 ⁄4"

table lamp

h 26 1 ⁄2"

add-on tablet, 
personal

w 11"
d 16"

add-on tablet, 
shared

dia 22"

pillow

w 24"

bench end caps,
set of 2

arm power cube


